
Growing up in a quiet and conservative town, I often felt like an outsider in my own community. It is
from this experience that I discovered the importance of seeing and hearing stories that resonate—
stories that not only provide a sense of belonging, but also create transformational experiences for
viewers/listeners and their own communities.

My approach to directing and artistic leadership is driven by commitment to sharing these stories with a
focus on collaboration and listening. While striving to execute creative, fresh takes that both serve the
text and execute the goals of the creative team as seamlessly as possible, my first and foremost task as
a director is to ensure that actors feel safe, supported, and heard. I highly value the feedback of other
members involved in any production, as I believe that listening is crucial to be a good and impactful
leader. I strive to create space for diverse perspectives and imaginations to co-exist and engage with
each other, believing that true collaboration is critical to a show's influence and effect on its audience.

I take pride in preparing my ideas well in advance, as well as paying very specific attention to detail, to
ensure that every show I work on is well-executed, and enjoyed by its audiences and performers.
Aesthetically speaking, I am drawn to a myriad of genres and styles, having experience with shows
ranging from Golden Age musicals to ultra-contemporary plays, though find myself the most interested
in any pieces that find moments to connect through comedy and laughter. 

As a leader I hope to help artists find their potential, and enjoy working closely with actors to make
discoveries that take the text off of the page. In my work with actors I strive to be clear and direct, while
remaining kind and encouraging. It is always my goal to find a method that works for everyone, having
the flexibility to re-hone my work in a way that is easily understood and related to by all members of a
show's team. I believe that the director should serve as an enthusiastic coach, inspiring co-conspirators
in and out of the rehearsal room and engaging audiences as active participants with each show.

I have always been passionate about nurturing and championing new plays and playwrights, as well as
young actors and other artists that have yet to have many artistic opportunities. The art and artists that
I am passionate about are diverse; it is my goal to create theatre that doesn't only look like the world we
live in, but looks like the world that we wish to live in. 

As a queer non-binary director I am deeply committed to an inclusive and equitable theater that
invites everyone to the table and brings underrepresented stories and voices to the centerstage. I am
committed to creating theatre that is anti-racist, accessible, and queer. I come to each show with
preparation, curiosity, courage, and open ears.
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ARTIST STATEMENT
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The 25th Annual... Spelling Bee*
*Asst. Director and Asst. Choreographer

Schoolhouse Rock Live!*
*Choreographer and Assistant Director

2019 | Molloy College

2016 | Victoria West High School Theatre

2016 | Victoria Fine Arts Center

2015 | Victoria West High School Theatre

Funeral Parlor

I And You

The Wizard of Oz*
*Director and Choreographer

2021 | The Madison Theatre

DIRECTING EXPERIENCE

The Very Last Dance of Homeless Joe 
A new play by Rich Courage

Xanadu*
*Assistant Director

Carousel: A Concert*
*Associate Director

A Tiny Little Sky
A new musical by Anton Chesnokov

Okay.
A new play by Lizz Mangan

2022 | Theater for the New City,
            Courage Productions

2022 | The Madison Theatre
            Dir. Angelo Fraboni & Bethany Moore

2022 | The Madison Theatre
            Dir. Aaron Gandy

2022 | Staged reading produced by
            The Madison Theatre & Angelo Fraboni

2022 | Irvington Theatre Company
            Arts Incubator Short Play Fest

And the Lights of the Borealis Were Shining
A new play by Lizz Mangan

Elf the Musical
*Associate Director

2023 | The Tank

2022 | The Madison Theatre
            Dir. Angelo Fraboni
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TESTIMONIALS

"I had such a wonderful time working with Emily! She came in with clear ideas
and guided us well, but left room for collaboration." 

-Sydney McQueen Fiesler, Performer & Director

"Describing Emily in just a few words is nearly impossible, but I think most
simply put they are an absolutely radiant light to everyone they work with.
Each time I have had the privilege to work with them I’ve left feeling more joy
in my day and totally energized. Emily has a unique gift of being collected,
organized, and ready to go at all times while completely putting you at ease
and making what could be work a total pleasure. With Emily I always feel like
I have the room to play and try something new or crazy, which nearly always
eventually leads to better performance. Emily is very gifted across the board,
and I couldn’t recommend them more as a wonderful person to work with!" 

-Abigail Morrison, Performer

"Emily Hausmann is the kind of director who not only has a clear vision, but
the skills to execute it. They are a joy to work with due to their collaborative
spirit and their strong creative instincts, not to mention their acting
background, which makes for effortless communication in the room. As an
actor, I always feel safe when Emily is at the helm, knowing that her
specificity, insight, and unwavering support will bring the best out of me, and
everyone else."

-Sage Newman, Performer & Writer

RELATED EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

2018-2020: Assistant Director & Acting Teacher, Madison Theatre Summer Intensive,
Rockville Centre, NY
Duties: Assisting Directors Joe Kinosian, Angelo Fraboni, and David Hibbard in constructing
the summer showcase performances, staging certain musical numbers and scenes, teaching
classes in acting, song interpretation, and voiceover, coaching students one-on-one with
their scenework, songs, and other materials, coordinating parent communication and
organizing meetings, video and audio editing for videos and virtual performances (in 2020),
and general problem-solving/leadership of the intern team.

2020-Present: Marketing & Operations Manager, Playgarden Prep Online
New York, NY
Duties: Producing video content for an online preschool platform; coaching actors through
takes and coming up with ideas for video and written content. *Find me on LinkedIn for
more info!


